[The low dose and low dose rate cytogenetic effects induced by gamma-radiation in human blood lymphocytes in vitro. I. the results of physical and dosimetric study].
Physical and dosimetric characteristics of the gamma-radiation field which is formed in the room containing the 60Co radiation source were investigated on condition of an unclosed breech mechanism and the presence of the lead layer on the beam pathway. The inverse square law was approximately found for the dependence of the dose rate vs distance on the radiation source both for the unclosed breech mechanism and lead layer (4 and 9 cm wide) in the beam pathway. This finding indicated a non-significant contribution of the radiation scattered from the walls at the point of cytogenetic experiments. The Monte Carlo calculations showed that some changes in the efficient spectrum of gamma-radiation resulted in a decreased average energy of 60Co gamma-rays to 1.03, 1.17 and 1.07 MeV for the unclosed breech mechanism, behind 4 and 9 cm lead layers, respectively.